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Ladies and gentlemen… 

From the band that’s been both accurately and inaccurately labelled just about 
everything this side of Top 40 comes a true-to-form rock-n-roll record. Scratch that, 
true-to-form is not Deer Tick‘s style. Let’s start over…  

Naturally, after so many years of critics praising [and making fun of] them for their 
“folk” and “country” sounds and hardly ever mentioning the fact that they’ve also 
recorded virtually dozens of other kinds of music, the band wanted to make a record 
that was truer to their live set (which has gained some notoriety): raw, loud, heartfelt, 
and completely uninterested in whatever the hell the rest of the music industry is up 
to. 

To produce this record, the band recruited the team of Adam Landry and Justin 
Collins, who produced McCauley’s side-project Middle Brother‘s debut album. The 
results are unlike anything you’ve heard on a Deer Tick album, but Deer Tick 
achieves something that is a lot more accurate to their live sound. Distorted guitars 
are aplenty, guitarist Ian O’Neil and drummer Dennis Ryan take lead vocal duties for 
the first time on record. Man, you can practically smell the sweat and the beer! Shit, 
you may even hear a guitar or two break somewhere in there! It’s got a little Exile, it’s 
got a little In Utero, it’s got a little Nilsson Schmilsson, but it’s 100% Deer-Fucking-
Tick in their purest, and most carefree form… perhaps that’s because this is the first 
record they’ve recorded in their home state of Rhode Island… GAH!!! No need to 
over-think this shit!!! Moving on… 

The songs are there. The delivery is in your face. There’s no studio magic. There’s 
no hiding the fact that Deer Tick is just five regular dudes. This record may rattle 
your thoughts, and it may make you think differently about Deer Tick, but at least 
they didn’t make the same album four times in a row, right? 

PRESS QUOTES 
 
“Deer Tick have taken advantage of rock's ebb from masculine aggressiveness, 
guitars, and live debauchery and assumed the mantle of a certain rabble-rousing, 
hard-living, road-dog ideal to much acclaim.” PITCHFORK 

“The balls-to-the wall approach to the album shows a dynamic that any witness to the 
band’s live spectacle can attest to: altogether wild, fleetingly mellow, and not giving a 
damn in the least.” CONSEQUENCE OF SOUND 

“Group frontman John McCauley continues to sing as though the primary idea is to 
shred his vocal cords. And on this album, the idea is to convey something of the 
band's live performances, a headlong mixture of loud guitars and cover songs, plus 
originals that remind you of songs it might cover.” NPR 

WEBSITE 
www.deertickmusic.com 
Song ‘Main Street’ - www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNG6aK81ZAk 

http://www.deertickmusic.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNG6aK81ZAk

